Your Elastic Classroom

Our Vodafone for Teaching and Exams offering

Ready?
Teaching and exams in the new normal

1,184,126,508 learners have been affected by school closures

54 countries had to postpone or reschedule exams

11 had to cancel exams completely
Education:

Barriers and challenges to digitalisation

- Outdated IT lack the capacity and speed to keep up with demands
- Tight budgets call for effective procurement
- Cyber security cannot afford to fail
The opportunity for education

**Digital access**
With the right tools

**Safety first**
With the right precautions

**Keep in touch**
With the right connection

**Essential requirements:**
- Flexibility
- Speed
Reimagine education with The Elastic Classroom

- Look beyond the physical constraints of the classroom
- Ensure exam centres are adaptable, inclusive, safe, and secure
- Deliver digital access to learners and teachers from all over the world
- Create flexible, responsive teaching and learning environments
- Shape a highly flexible approach to teaching and learning at speed
Introducing Vodafone for Teaching and Exams

Everything you need to rethink education

Bring the Elastic Classroom to life:

- Power home teaching and learning
- Deliver virtual classroom experiences
- Connect all stakeholders
- Protect students and teachers
- Ensure a safe return to exam centres
Empower teachers and learners with tablets, laptops, headsets and other hardware

Get an out-of-the-box digital classroom environment with Vodafone Connected Education

Help remote teachers and learners stay productive with cloud productivity tools

Keep everyone safe with our secure Attend Anywhere and video conferencing tools
How Vodafone can help rethink:

**Putting safety first**

*Keep teachers and learners safe*  
using cloud security tools with built-in filtering

*Conduct in-person exams safely*  
with CCTV, heat detection and biometrics

*Minimise physical touch points for staff and students*  
with Vgreet, your virtual receptionist

*Ensure exam centres meet new safety guidelines*  
with Digital authentication and social distancing devices

**Examples**
- Cloud security
- Managed services
- CCTV/biometrics
- Social distancing devices
- Digital Authentication (DA)
- Vgreet: your virtual receptionist
- V-Space Occupancy tracking
How Vodafone can help rethink:

**How everyone keeps in touch**

Ensure a global reach with best-in-class connectivity

Minimise risk with enterprise-grade support and IT expertise

Stimulate and enhance the teaching experience with engaging tools like VR and AI

**Examples**

- Virtual Reality
- Augmented Reality
- Emotive analytics
- Connectivity solutions
Why Vodafone for Teaching and Exams?

- Trusted partner
- Leading technology provider
- Decades of expertise and experience
- Commitment to young talent
- Scalability and a complete portfolio of capabilities
- One partner across your global footprint

Commitment to young talent
Ready to rethink education?

To get started or to find out more visit:
https://publicsector.vodafone.co.uk/education/british-council